q.air user manual

About this document
This document is intended for beginner and intermediate q.air users and describes its main
functions, the most frequently used tasks and workflows.
After reading this document, readers will understand how to use q.air and will e.g. be able to:
• access and use the qibb go! Portal
• use apps
• ingest, preview and manage files
• create and manage playlists, shows and clips
• manage and assign graphics
• control the rundown and streaming
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About q.air
As part of the cloud application management and orchestration platform qibb, q.air is a fully
cloud-based playout automation for occasional pop-up or event-based channels. It enables a fullfeatured end-to-end signal workflow – from ingest to distribution – and covers further media
tasks like storage, media management, transcoding, graphics, planning, playout and streaming.
The system is designed for managing and distributing linear content to social media, broadcast,
IPTV and OTT platforms.
q.air is available as a qibb go! package, is implemented as a SaaS (Software as a Service)
platform and hosted on a public cloud. The platform uses a microservice-based architecture
combined with provisioned instances, that are orchestrated by qibb and can be started up and
shut down as needed. q.air uses a pay-as-you-go model, so customers are only billed for
resources and services they actually use.
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Functional overview


Notice

To clearly define the functional scope, the following section summarizes the main features provided by q.air.

The following graphic shows the basic workflow for using q.air:

Figure: Basic workflow
From a top-level perspective, q.air consists of the following functional areas:
• Ingest
• Schedule (Traffic/Planning)
• Graphics
• Playout (Automation)
• Ad triggering
Ingest
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The ingest functionality provided by q.air is focused on the file-based upload of video content. To
upload files, the included q.air Asset Uploader application can be used. To be used properly by
q.air, uploaded video files are automatically processed, which includes the creation of a
thumbnail image, a low-res (proxy) video file and media information (technical metadata).
Schedule
q.air includes a traffic component for strategic/operative as well as rough/daily planning. It
enables using uploaded files to create shows, adding shows to playlists as well as adding
graphics and other secondary events. A playlist can be added to a rundown in the q.air
Automation to define the content the playout should actually play.
Graphics
q.air uses the Singular.Live graphics platform for overlay graphics, that provides tools for
composing, controlling and output of professional graphics. Each output generated by
Singular.Live can be received by the q.air Automation and can be used as additional layer on top
of the main video output.
Playout
The q.air Automation component is used to control one or more players running on playout
instances, that are seamlessly playing video files from a playlist. In addition to file-based content,
live segments (provided to the automation as web streams) can also be used as input source for
the playout. The automation can be controlled either manually by the operator or scheduled/
time-triggered via the planning component. The player output can be distributed to web, OTT and
IPTV targets.
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qibb go! Portal overview
The qibb go! Portal is the central web-based user interface for accessing all q.air applications.
qibb uses state of the art security features, such as IAM (Identity and Access Management) and
SSO (Single-Sign On). External access to the qibb go! Portal and all included applications are
always secured via HTTPS.
As part of the IAM, each user account has predefined assigned roles and rights. This ensures
that users can only access permitted functions and applications and only see relevant
information. User accounts are created by the qibb go! COT (Cloud Operations Team), depending
on customer requirements.
By using SSO, each user only has to sign in once. Usually, users sign in via the qibb go! Portal and
access each individual application afterwards. Alternatively, users can also open applications
directly, as each application will display an individual sign-in page before it can be accessed.



Notice

By default, users are automatically logged out if they are inactive for more than 5 minutes. This value is
customizable according to customer requirements.

Accessing the qibb go! Portal


Notice

qibb go! officially supports and is optimized for current versions of Google Chrome. It is recommended to only use
this browser when working with qibb.

Navigate to the Portal address with your browser.
The sign-in page is displayed:
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Figure: Sign-in page
Enter your valid username and password and click Sign in.
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Tip

If you cannot log in and want to reset your password, proceed as follows:
1. Click Forgot Password.
2. Enter your valid email address or username.
3. Click Submit.
q.air will send you an email with instructions on how you can change your password.

After you successfully signed in, the qibb go! Portal main page is displayed:

Figure: Portal main page
The qibb go! Portal consists of the following main areas:
1. On the left side: Navigation sidebar for accessing Portal areas, e.g. Home and Dashboards
2. On the right side: Content of the currently selected Portal area
After successfully signing in, the Home area is pre-selected by default in the navigation sidebar
on the left side. On the right side, the welcome screen is displayed.
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Accessing apps via the welcome screen
The welcome screen provides links for quickly accessing all available apps and external
resources. The links are divided into the following functional areas that are represented by
individual tiles:
• Ingest
• Graphics
• Schedule
• Automation
• Configuration
• Support (q.air documentation)
Each functional area includes a primary link that can be opened by clicking the corresponding
tile.
If an area provides multiple links, these can be accessed by clicking the
right of the corresponding tile. This opens the list of Related actions below.
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Figure: Related actions
To open an app, click on the corresponding action link.

Using dashboards
Dashboards consist of widgets and are used to aggregate data and functionality from multiple
apps. By default, the welcome screen is set as home dashboard.



Notice

Dashboards are created by the qibb Go! COT (Cloud Operations Team). You can contact the COT via email at
cot.support@qvestmedia.com.
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To open a dashboard, proceed as follows:
1. In the navigation sidebar click Dashboards.
Available dashboards are displayed in the content area.
2. Select a dashboard.
The selected dashboard is displayed.
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Ingest
The purpose of the ingest workflow is to provide new video files to the playout. After each
successful upload the corresponding file is automatically processed by q.air. When the internal
file processing is completed, the uploaded file is registered in q.air and can be scheduled for
playout.

Manual file upload via q.air Asset Uploader
The ingest process starts with the file upload. For this purpose, q.air includes the q.air Asset
Uploader, a web application for uploading files to the ingest storage.

Uploading files
With q.air Asset Uploader you can either upload a new file to the system, creating a completely
new asset or you can assign the file to be uploaded to a placeholder asset that already exists in
the system. A placeholder is a virtual element, that can be used to schedule a file for playout,
that is not yet available (that has not yet been created). By using this concept, playlists can
already be prepared via the planning component, even if the actual files are created later.
Via q.air Asset Uploader each uploaded file can be linked to placeholder. As a result, the
uploaded file replaces the placeholder everywhere it is used in the planning component.
To upload a file, proceed as follows:
1. Open and sign in to the qibb go! Portal.
The welcome screen is displayed.
2.

Click on either Ingest or Ingest related actions

> Upload your assets.

The Asset Uploader user interface is opened in a new browser tab.
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Figure: Asset Uploader
3.

Select a folder in the ingest storage as target for your upload, by clicking on the

icon

on the right side to open the target folder sidebar. Then select the target folder.

Figure: Asset Uploader - Target folder sidebar
The folder is selected and the sidebar is closed. The name of the selected folder is displayed
above the upload list.
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Tip

You can also create new folders by using the Create new folder area in the target folder sidebar. To do this,
proceed as follows:
a. Enter the name of the new folder in the Folder name field. Do not use a leading slash but append a closing
slash (Example: folder/subfolder/ ).
b. To create the folder, click Create.
The folder list is updated and you can select the newly created folder as target.

4. Optional (if you want to assign the file to be uploaded to an already existing placeholder
asset): Select a placeholder as follows:
a. Click Assign to placeholder.
A list of available placeholders is displayed.

Figure: Asset Uploader - List of available placeholders
b. Use the Search field and/or the paging function to specifically search for a placeholder.
c. Select a placeholder.
d. Click Ok.
The list of placeholders is closed and the name of the selected placeholder is displayed
right to the Assign to placeholder button.
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Figure: Asset Uploader - Placeholder selected
5. To select the files to upload, click Add file.
The file selection window opens.
6. In the selection window select one or more files and click Open.



Notice

If you selected a placeholder as described in the optional step 7, you can only select a single file. If no
placeholder is selected, you can select multiple files.



Notice

Depending on how the q.air Asset Uploader is configured, only allowed file types can be selected and
uploaded. It is possible to allow any file type or to restrict the allowed file types to e.g. MP4 files only. In this
case only files of this type would be displayed in the selection window and could be selected.

The selected files are added to the upload list and the upload starts automatically.
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Figure: Asset Uploader - Upload started
During the upload process the progress of each upload is displayed, including current upload
speed, amount of uploaded data and overall upload percentage. Completed uploads are
highlighted with a green status.



Notice

The upload speed is not limited. The application will use the full upload bandwidth currently available on client
side.

Figure: Asset Uploader - Upload completed



Notice

While uploads are in progress, you can either pause, resume or cancel individual or all uploads via the
corresponding buttons.



Warning

Don't close your browser while uploads are in progress. Otherwise your upload progress will be lost.

When a file upload is completed, the file processing starts automatically.
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File processing
After each successful upload, the internal file processing is automatically triggered. When it is
completed, the uploaded files are registered in q.air and can be scheduled for playout.
File processing includes the following steps:
No.

Step

Purpose

Input (uploaded)

Output

file format

file
format

1

Creating a low-res (proxy)

Web-based preview of the

MXF or any other

video file

video file

source video

MP4

format
This is only necessary, if
original files are uploaded in a
format other than MP4.
2

Creating a thumbnail image

Display the image in the user

Created from

interface

uploaded source

PNG

video file
3

Determine technical metadata

Optimized internal file

Created from

processing, display file

uploaded source

information in the user

video file

XML

interface
4

Creating a proxy subtitle file

Web-based preview of the

SRT

video file including subtitles
This is only necessary, if
matching subtitles are
uploaded for the original video
file.

Previewing uploaded files
For previewing uploaded files, q.air includes the q.air Asset Viewer web application.
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It provides the following features:
• list all files contained in the ingest storage
• preview media files including optional additional graphic overlays
• display closed captions for video files
• download files
• manually delete files and folders
• manually trigger file processing
• display additional file metadata
• IAM-based security for secure file access
To preview uploaded and processed files, proceed as follows:
1. Open and sign in to the qibb go! Portal.
The welcome screen is displayed.
2.

Click on Ingest related actions

> View your assets.

The Asset Viewer user interface is opened in a new browser tab.

Figure: Asset Viewer
3. To find a specific file, either enter a term (e.g. a file name or a file type/extension) in the
Search field above the file list or use the paging buttons below the file list.
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4. Select a video file.
The preview player on the right side is loaded.

Figure: Asset Viewer - File selected
5. Use the player controls below the video to preview the file.
6. To view technical and (if available) descriptive metadata of the selected file, select the
Metadata tab at the top of the preview area.



Tip

File processing is usually triggered automatically and does not require manual action. If proxy files are not created
as expected, you can also manually trigger file processing, by internally simulating a file change.
To do this, select one or more files in the file list and click Trigger change. The file processing workflow is started
and proxy files should be created as expected.
You can check the current file processing state via the File processing list.



Tip

To download a file, select it in the file list, select the Metadata tab at the top of the preview area and in the Common
area click Download.
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Tip

To delete a file, select one or more files in the file list and click Delete.

Housekeeping
q.air provides two workflows for deleting files within the scope of housekeeping: automatic and
manual.
Both workflows include the following steps:
1. Removing the file internally from the q.air system by removing all corresponding database
entries
2. Deleting the file from the ingest storage
3. Deleting the file from local storage on playout instances

Automatic housekeeping
Automatic housekeeping deletes files automatically based on their expiry date. This time period
is globally configured and the actual expiry date is calculated individually for each uploaded file
based on this setting. When the expiry date is reached, the corresponding file is automatically
deleted.
It is possible to configure protected folders, that are excluded from housekeeping. Files uploaded
to these folders are never automatically deleted, even if the global expiry date is reached.

Manual housekeeping
Manual housekeeping allows deleting uploaded files at any time (regardless of the global expiry
date) via the q.air Asset Viewer.
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Graphics
For graphics overlays, q.air uses the Singular.Live graphics platform. Graphics and templates are
created via the Singular.Live dashboard. Dynamic graphic properties (e.g. text content, position,
image URLs, duration) can be edited via the q.air Traffic component.
Singular.Live graphics are organized based on projects. Each project can include one or more
compositions, which can be considered as master templates. Each composition consists of subcompositions that can be assigned to control apps.
Control apps allow triggering graphics manually. Each control app has a unique output URL that
is used in the q.air Automation to display the corresponding graphics as an overlay.



Warning

The output URLs are configured during the commissioning of the system and are used by multiple q.air
applications.
Do not change these URLs in the Singular.Live settings! Otherwise graphics cannot be displayed by the q.air
Automation.



Notice

If you have multiple linear playout channels and want to use a preview output per channel, at least two control apps
have to be created for each channel (one for the main on air output and one for the preview output).



Tip

You can find a Singular.Live beginner's guide in this video and a quick tutorial about how to build your own graphics
in this video.
For detailed information about creating and managing Singular.Live graphics refer to the Singular Support Portal.

To manage Singular.Live graphics, proceed as follows:
1. Open and sign in to the qibb go! Portal.
The welcome screen is displayed.
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2. Click on Graphics.
The Singular.Live sign in page is opened in a new tab.
3. Enter your credentials and sign in.



Notice

If you successfully sign in for the first time the Singular.Live marketplace is displayed. There you can select
and download default templates to try out and get familiar with Singular.Live.
To download a template click on the corresponding item and then on Download.
The template is added to your apps.
Afterwards close the marketplace.

The Singular.Live Dashboard is displayed.

Figure: Singular.Live Dashboard
4. To open the control app of your template, double-click on the corresponding item in the
Apps list.
The control app is displayed.
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Figure: Singular.Live control app
5. Select an overlay in the list on the left side and use the Overlay Editor on the right side to edit
the properties.
6. Use the controls on the left side to trigger overlays.



Notice

If you need help customizing your Singular.Live templates, contact the qibb go! COT (Cloud Operations Team) via
email at cot.support@qvestmedia.com.
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Schedule
q.air includes q.air Traffic, a planning component designed for popup and event channels as well
as for daily 24/7 planning.
The planning concept of q.air Traffic is based on playlists, shows and clips. The following table
summarizes the characteristics of these and other elements that are required to understand the
full planning concept:

Element

Asset

Characteristics

• any uploaded and ingested file
• virtual placeholders for video files

Primary event

• main component of a show
• types:
• a video file added to a show (turning it into a “clip”)
• a live segment added to a show (turning it into a “clip”)

Secondary
event

• additional component of a playlist, show or clip
• examples:
• graphics (e.g. corner bug, crawl)
• metadata (e.g. EPG)
• stream targets (e.g. YouTube, generic)
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Element

Clip

Characteristics

• an asset (original video file or virtual placeholder) is considered a clip if it is assigned to a
show
• a clip is considered a primary event
• can have secondary events (optional)
• the duration can vary from the actual file duration if a subclip is defined, by setting mark in
and mark out

Show

• container for one or more media elements (primary events and optional secondary events)
Example: A show created for a television news program
This usually consists of primary events like:
• opener
• multiple stories (each consisting of an introduction and a report)
• closer
• show content can be categorized
• has a duration, which corresponds to the combined duration of all included primary events
• flags define the show behavior, e.g. play clips randomly, play show without any assigned
secondary events (if the show includes ads), show is approved, etc.
• flags define the clip behavior and can be set for each clip
• can have secondary events (optional)
• in order to be played, a show must be added to a playlist (cannot be played directly)

Playlist

• consists of one or more shows
• is time-related, as it has an actual start date and time
• has a duration, which corresponds to the total duration of all included shows
• consists only of shows and optional secondary events
• if all included shows are approved, the playlist can be transferred to the q.air Automation to
be used in a rundown for a channel
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Element

Rundown

Characteristics

• channel-specific list of media elements to be played
• consists of playlists

Accessing q.air Traffic
1. Open and sign in to the qibb go! Portal.
The welcome screen is displayed.
2. Click on Schedule.
The q.air Traffic user interface is opened in a new tab. Existing playlists and shows are
displayed on the right side including properties.

Figure: q.air Traffic user interface
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Using shows
Creating a show
To create a new show, proceed as follows:
1. In the left sidebar, select Shows and click the plus icon (Add show).
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Figure: q.air Traffic - Add show
A new tab is opened for editing the show details.

Figure: q.air Traffic - Show details
2. In the Show properties area, edit the basic show properties.

Figure: q.air Traffic - Edited show details
3. Save the show by clicking Save below the show properties.
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The show is saved, which is confirmed by a notification message. It is also added as first entry
at the top of the Shows area in the left sidebar.



Notice

This step is required, otherwise you cannot add primary or secondary events to the show.

4. Add a primary event to the show.
a. In the left sidebar select Primary events and then either File, Live or Placeholder.
Depending on your selection, either files, live sources or placeholder are listed in the
corresponding area to the right.

Figure: q.air Traffic - Primary events
b. To filter the available primary events, either use the Filter search field (if you want to
search for a specific file name) and/or use the dropdown menu (if you want to select a
specific time period for when the file was uploaded/created).
c. Select a primary event and drag it onto the Drop Zone in the lower right area.



Notice

If you drag a file, it is directly added to the show’s clip list.
If you drag a live event, a dialog is displayed where you have to set the planned duration for the event.
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The primary event is added to the show’s clip list.



Notice

The fields Current duration and Overtime are updated accordingly.



Notice

In the clip list the checkboxes Sub, Gfx and Meta indicate, if there are additional elements (subtitles,
graphics and/or metadata) assigned to the clip.

Figure: q.air Traffic - Primary event added to show



Tip

You can also add multiple primary events at the same time, by selecting multiple elements and dragging
them onto the Drop Zone in the lower right area.

d. Repeat these steps to add more primary events to the show.
The primary events are added to the show’s clip list. The start time of each added clip is
calculated accordingly, depending on the duration of the previously added clips.
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Tip

To delete a clip from the clip list, proceed as follows:
1 - Select one or more clips to be deleted, by activating the corresponding Action checkbox(es) in the clip
list.
2 - Click the recycle bin icon (Delete Clip).
3 - In the subsequently displayed dialog, click Confirm.

5. (Optional) Change the order of the clip list.
a. Select one or more clips, by activating the checkbox in the Action column.
b. Use the arrow icons (move up, move down, move to top, move to bottom) above the clip
list to change the order.
6. (Optional) Edit the clip flags.



Notice

By default, the Auto Follow flag is activated for all added primary events.

7. (Optional) Add secondary events to the show.
a. In the left sidebar select Secondary events and click on the type, e.g. Graphics.
Available secondary events of the selected type are displayed to the right.

Figure: q.air Traffic - Secondary events
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b. (Optional) To search for secondary events based on the event name, use the Filter
search field.
Only secondary events are displayed that match the search term.
c. (Optional) To search for graphics based on the channel they are assigned to, select a
channel in the dropdown menu right to the search field, which is by default set to All
Channels.
Only graphics are displayed that are assigned to the selected channel.



Warning

If you add multiple graphics to a show, only add graphics that are all assigned to the same channel.
Otherwise, you cannot send a playlist to playout that includes this show.

d. Select a secondary event and drag it onto the Drop Zone in the Show Addons area.
The secondary event is added to the show addons list.

Figure: q.air Traffic - Secondary events added to a show
e. Repeat the previous two steps to add more secondary events to the show.
f. (Optional) Edit the properties of an added secondary event, by selecting it in the Show
Addons list and clicking the Edit Show Addons button.
The show addon details are displayed to the right, where you can edit the available
properties.
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Tip

To delete an added secondary event, proceed as follows:
1 - Select one or more secondary events to be deleted, by activating the corresponding Action
checkbox(es) in the Show Addons area
2 - Click the recycle bin icon (Delete Show Addons).
3 - In the subsequently displayed dialog, click Confirm.

8. (Optional) Add metadata to the show.
a. In the left sidebar select Metadata and click on the type, e.g. System Metadata.
Available metadata sets are displayed to the right.

Figure: q.air Traffic - Metadata
b. To search for metadata based on the name, use the Filter search field.
c. Select a metadata set and drag it onto the Drop Zone in the Show Addons area.
The metadata set is added to the show addons list.
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Figure: q.air Traffic - Metadata added to a show
d. Repeat the previous two steps to add more metadata sets to the show.
e. (Optional) Edit the properties of an added metadata set, by selecting it in the Show
Addons list and clicking the Edit Show Addons button.
The show addon details are displayed to the right, where you can edit the available
properties.
9. In the Show properties area click Update.
The show is saved.
10. To close the tab with the show details, click Close below the show properties.
The tab is closed.

Editing a show
To edit a show, proceed as follows:
1. In the left sidebar, select Shows.
2. (Optional) To narrow the displayed shows, click on Filter and use the available options (e.g.
select a content category, activate flags or enter a name).
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Figure: q.air Traffic - Filter displayed shows
3. Click on the name of the show to be edited.
The show details are opened in a new tab.
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Figure: q.air Traffic - Show details



Notice

When a user opens a show for editing, the show is locked. Until the editing user closes the show, other users
only have read access to the show.

4. Edit show properties, primary and/or secondary events as required.
5. To save your changes, click Update in the Show Properties area.
The show is saved.
6. To close the tab with the show details, click Close below the show properties.
The tab is closed.

Editing a clip
To edit a clip, proceed as follows:
1. In the left sidebar, select Shows and click on the name of a show.
The show details are opened in a new tab.
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Figure: q.air Traffic - Show details
2. If the clip to be edited is not in the show’s clip list, add it as described in step 8 in section
Creating a show.
3. In the clip list select a clip to be edited, by activating the corresponding Action checkbox and
clicking the pencil icon (Edit Clip).

Figure: q.air Traffic - Select clip
The clip details are opened in a new tab.
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Figure: q.air Traffic - Clip details
4. Either select Secondary Events or Metadata in the sidebar on the left.
The corresponding elements are displayed to the right.
5. (Optional) Use the filter functions for name and channel to narrow down the displayed the
search results.
6. Drag an element onto the Drop Zone.
The element is added to the Clip Addons list.
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Figure: q.air Traffic - Add secondary event to clip



Warning

If you add multiple graphics to a clip, only add graphics that are all assigned to the same channel. Otherwise,
you cannot send a playlist to playout that includes a show with this clip.

7. To edit the element, activate the Action checkbox and click the pencil icon (Edit Addon).
The addon properties are displayed in the Clip Addon details area.

Figure: q.air Traffic - Edit addon details
8. Change the properties.



Tip

If you are editing a graphics secondary event, you can set the time-related clip properties to default values, by
clicking the set default icon (Set default values) above the clip addons list.

9. To save your changes, click Update in the Clip Addon details area.
The clip is saved.
10. To close the tab with the clip details, click Close below the clip properties.
The tab is closed.
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Duplicating a show
To duplicate a show, proceed as follows:
1. In the left sidebar, select Shows and click on the name of the show to be duplicated.
The show details are opened in a new tab.

Figure: q.air Traffic - Show details
2. Below the show properties click Duplicate.
A copy of the show (including all properties, primary and secondary events) is opened in a new
tab.
3. Edit show properties, primary and/or secondary events as required.
4. To save your changes, click Update in the Show Properties area.
The show is saved.
5. To close the tab with the show details, click Close below the show properties.
The tab is closed.
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Deleting a show
To delete a single show, proceed as follows:
1. In the left sidebar, select Shows and click on the name of the show to be deleted.
The show details are opened in a new tab.

Figure: q.air Traffic - Show details
2. In the Show Properties area click Delete.
A confirmation dialog is displayed.
3. To delete the show, click Confirm.
The show is deleted.
To delete multiple shows, proceed as follows:
1. In the left sidebar, select Shows and activate the checkbox to the right of each show to be
deleted.
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Figure: q.air Traffic - Shows selected for deletion
2. Click the Recycle bin icon (Delete shows).
A confirmation dialog is displayed.
3. To delete the selected shows, click Confirm.
The selected shows are deleted.

Show properties
The following table provides an overview of all available show properties:



Notice

Time-related properties use a frame-accurate notation in the format hh:mm:ss.ff . The frame rate time base is part
of the global system configuration. q.air supports the frame rates 25, 30, 50 and 60 fps.

Property

Description

Show name

Name of the show

Category

Main content category

Sub-

Content sub-category, based on the selected main content category

category
Media

For future use

Ready
Random

For future use

Play
Approved

For future use
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Property

Description

Clean

If activated, graphics addons are not displayed when the show is played, even if graphics are
assigned to the show or included clips.
This also applies to cases where graphics addons of the previous show would normally extend
beyond the regular end of the previous show. Depending on how the duration of the graphics
addon is set, graphics of the previous show can stay displayed even after the next show starts.
But if the clean flag is activated for the next show, graphics are not displayed.
This is e.g. useful for a show container, that only contains commercials.

Planned

Target duration

Duration
Current

Actual show duration, corresponds to the total combined duration of all assigned primary events

Duration
Description

Text description for the show

Overtime

Time difference between planned duration and current duration

Clip flags
Each clip within a show has a set of flags, that define how it should be played by the automation,
especially how the start and end of each clip should be handled.
The following table provides an overview of all available clip flags:

Flag icon

Flag name

Description

Auto Follow

When the playback of the clip is
finished, the next clip is played
automatically.
By default, the Auto Follow flag is
initially activated for every clip.
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Flag icon

Flag name

Description

Freeze Last

When the playback of the clip is
finished, the last frame stays
displayed as freeze frame.

Freeze Black

When the playback of the clip is
finished, black stays displayed.

Loop

The clip is played in a loop until
the operator manually triggers the
start of the next clip.
If the loop flag is activated for the
last clip in a group, the whole
group is played in a loop.

Auto Cue (Cue Next)

The next clip is automatically
prepared for playback, but the first
frame stays displayed until the
operator manually triggers the
start of the next clip.
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Flag icon

Flag name

Description

Clean

The clip is played without
graphics addons, even if graphics
are assigned to it.
This also applies to cases where
graphics addons of the previous
clip would normally extend
beyond the regular end of the
previous clip. Depending on how
the duration of the graphics
addon is set, graphics of the
previous clip can stay displayed
even after the next clip starts. But
if the clean flag is activated for
the next clip, graphics are not
displayed.



Notice

Deactivated flags are displayed in grey, activated flags are highlighted in green.

Using playlists
Creating a new playlist
To create a new playlist, proceed as follows:
1. Open and sign in to the qibb go! Portal.
The welcome screen is displayed.
2. Click on Schedule.
The q.air Traffic user interface is opened in a new tab.
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Figure: q.air Traffic user interface
3. In the left sidebar, select Playlists and click the plus icon (Add playlist).
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Figure: q.air Traffic - Add playlist
A new tab is opened for editing the playlist details.

Figure: q.air Traffic - Playlist details
4. In the Playlist properties area, edit the basic playlist properties.

Figure: q.air Traffic - Edit playlist properties
5. Save the playlist by clicking Save below the playlist properties.
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The playlist is saved, which is confirmed by a notification message. It is also added as first
entry at the top of the Playlists area in the left sidebar.



Notice

This step is required, otherwise you cannot add shows, secondary events or metadata to the playlist.

6. Add one or more shows to the playlist.
a. In the left sidebar select Shows.
Available shows are displayed in the shows area to the right.

Figure: q.air Traffic - Available shows
b. To search for shows based on their name or other show properties, use the Filter
section.
c. Select one or more shows and click Add to playlist.
The shows are added to the playlist.
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Figure: q.air Traffic - Shows added to playlist



Notice

The fields Current duration and Overtime are updated accordingly.



Notice

In the playlist the displayed show duration corresponds to the actual duration of a show (field Current
Duration in the show properties).
The start time of each added show is calculated based on the start time of the playlist (field Start Time in
the playlist properties) and the duration of each added show.
The checkboxes Gfx and Meta indicate, if there are additional elements (graphics and/or metadata)
assigned to the show.

d. (Optional) Repeat these steps to add more shows to the playlist.



Tip

To change the playlist order, proceed as follows:
1 - Select a show, by activating the corresponding Action checkbox in the playlist.
2 - Use one of the buttons Move To Top, Move To Bottom, Move Up or Move Down to move the show to
the new position.
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Tip

To open and edit a show directly from the playlist, proceed as follows:
1 - Select a show, by activating the corresponding Action checkbox in the playlist.
2 - Click the pencil icon (Edit show).
The show is opened in a new tab.



Tip

To delete an added show, proceed as follows:
1 - Select one or more shows to be deleted, by activating the corresponding Action checkbox(es) in the
playlist.
2 - Click the recycle bin icon (Delete Show).
3 - In the subsequently displayed dialog, click Confirm.

7. (Optional) Add secondary events to the playlist.
a. In the left sidebar select Secondary events and click on the type, e.g. Graphics.
Available secondary events of the selected type are displayed to the right.

Figure: q.air Traffic - Secondary events
b. (Optional) To search for secondary events based on the event name, use the Filter
search field.
Only secondary events are displayed that match the search term.
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c. (Optional) To search for graphics based on the channel they are assigned to, select a
channel in the dropdown menu right to the search field, which is by default set to All
Channels.
Only graphics are displayed that are assigned to the selected channel.



Warning

If you add multiple graphics to a playlist, only add graphics that are all assigned to the same channel.
Otherwise, you cannot send the playlist to playout.

d. Select a secondary event and drag it onto the Drop Zone in the Playlist Addons area.
The secondary event is added to the playlist addons.

Figure: q.air Traffic - Secondary events added to playlist
e. Repeat these steps to add more secondary events to the playlist.
f. (Optional) Edit the properties of an added secondary event, by selecting it in the Playlist
Addons list and clicking the Edit Playlist Addons button.
The playlist addon details are displayed to the right, where you can edit the available
properties and save by clicking Update.
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Tip

To delete an added secondary event, proceed as follows:
1 - Select one or more secondary events to be deleted, by activating the corresponding Action
checkbox(es) in the Playlist Addons area
2 - Click the recycle bin icon (Delete Playlist Addons).
3 - In the subsequently displayed dialog, click Confirm.

8. In the Playlist properties area click Update.
The playlist is saved.
9. To close the tab with the playlist details, click Close below the playlist properties.
The tab is closed.

Sending a playlist to playout
To make a playlist available for a playout channel in the q.air Automation, the Send to Playout
function has to be used.
If a playlist is sent to playout, it is by default added to the rundown of the selected channel using
the start date and time that are set in the playlist properties.



Notice

If the rundown of the selected channel already contains a different playlist at the selected date and time, the playlist
cannot be sent to playout.

To send a playlist to playout, proceed as follows:
1. Open the q.air Traffic user interface,
2. In the left sidebar, select Playlists and click on the name of the playlist that you want to send
to playout.
The playlist details are opened in a new tab.
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Figure: q.air Traffic - Playlist details



Notice

A playlist can only be sent to playout, if all included shows are approved. Otherwise, the Send to playout
function is not available.

3. Click Send to Playout.
The select playout channel dialog is displayed.

Figure: q.air Traffic - Select playout channel
4. Select the playout channel that you want to send the playlist to.
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Warning

All graphics that you added to clips, shows and/or the playlist have to be assigned to the selected channel. If
you use graphics in the playlist that are assigned to a channel other than the selected, you cannot send the
playlist to playout. In this case a corresponding error message is displayed after the next step.

5. Click Confirm.
The playlist is made available for the selected channel in the q.air Automation.

Figure: q.air Traffic - Successful send to playout



Notice

If you edit a playlist, that was already sent to playout and you use Send to playout again, the existing playlist is
updated and can be used for the corresponding playout channel.

Editing a playlist
To edit a playlist, proceed as follows:
1. Open the q.air Traffic user interface,
2. In the left sidebar, select Playlists and click on the name of the playlist to be edited.
The playlist details are opened in a new tab.
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Figure: q.air Traffic - Playlist details
3. Edit playlist properties, primary events, secondary events and/or metadata as required.
4. In the Playlist Properties area click Update.
The playlist is saved.

Deleting a playlist
To delete a single playlist, proceed as follows:
1. Open the q.air Traffic user interface,
2. In the left sidebar, select Playlists and click on the name of the playlist to be deleted.
The playlist details are opened in a new tab.
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Figure: q.air Traffic - Playlist details
3. In the Playlist Properties area click Delete.
A confirmation dialog is displayed.
4. To delete the playlist, click Confirm.
The playlist is deleted.
To delete multiple playlists, proceed as follows:
1. Open the q.air Traffic user interface,
2. In the left sidebar, select Playlists and activate the checkbox to the right of each playlist to
be deleted.
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Figure: q.air Traffic - Playlists selected for deletion
3. Click the Recycle bin icon (Delete playlists).
A confirmation dialog is displayed.
4. To delete the selected playlists, click Confirm.
The selected playlists are deleted.

Playlist properties
The following table provides an overview of all available playlist properties:



Notice

Time-related properties use a frame-accurate notation in the format hh:mm:ss.ff . The frame rate time base is part
of the global system configuration. q.air supports the frame rates 25, 30, 50 and 60 fps.

Property

Description

Playlist

Name of the playlist

Name
Start Date

Planned on air date

Start Time

Planned on air time

Planned

Planned target duration

Duration
Clean

If activated, graphics addons are not displayed when the playlist is played, even if graphics are
assigned to the playlist or to included shows or clips.
This also applies to cases where graphics addons of the previous playlist would normally extend
beyond the regular end of the previous playlist. Depending on how the duration of the graphics
addon is set, graphics of the previous playlist can stay displayed even after the next playlist
starts. But if the clean flag is activated for the next playlist, graphics are not displayed.
This is e.g. useful for a playlist, that only contains shows that consist exclusively of commercials.
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Property

Description

Protected

If activated and automatic rundown mode is enabled, the playlist cannot be deleted automatically
from the rundown (see section Rundown modes for more information).
This is useful if you use automatic rundown mode and always want to keep a playlist in the
rundown e.g. for emergency situations.

Do not use

If activated and automatic rundown mode is enabled, the playlist is not automatically added to
the rundown (see section Rundown modes for more information).

Current

Actual playlist duration, corresponds to the total combined duration of all assigned shows

Duration
Description

Text description for the playlist

Secondary events
When a secondary event is added to a clip, show or playlist, it is considered as an “addon”. Each
addon has common time-related properties and optional content-related properties, that apply
and can be edited within the context of the corresponding clip, show or playlist.



Notice

Time-related properties use a frame-accurate notation in the format hh:mm:ss.ff . The frame rate time base is part
of the global system configuration. q.air supports the frame rates 25, 30, 50 and 60 fps.

Common properties
The following common and time-related properties are used by graphics and metadata
secondary events:
Property

Description

Addon name

Name of the addon

Start offset

Offset until the addon is displayed (based on the start of the clip, show or playlist)
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Property

Description

Bind start offset

If activated, the start offset will be calculated based on the end of the clip, show or playlist

to end
End offset

Offset until the addon is removed (based on the end of the clip, show or playlist)

Bind end offset to

If activated, the end offset will be calculated based on the end of the clip, show or playlist

end
Extend

If activated, the display duration of the addon can be extended beyond the regular end of
the clip, show or playlist it is assigned to.

Graphics properties
The following table provides an overview of available graphics secondary event properties:
Property

Description

Addon sub-type

Graphics sub type (e.g. Singular)

Use payload

If activated, a custom payload text can be entered. If deactivated, the default payload
configured in Singular.Live is used instead.
Input fields for custom payload text are only available for graphics that include
dynamic text.

Graphics type-specific

Depending on the graphics type different properties are displayed (e.g. scale and

properties

position for images or input fields for the dynamic text payloads)

Examples for using time-related properties
The following table provides examples for using time-related addon properties:
Example

Display a graphics addon for the entire duration of a
clip, show or playlist
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Start offset

00:00:00:00

Duration / end

Bind end offset

offset

to end

00:00:00:00

Deactivated
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Example

Start offset

Display a graphics addon 5 seconds after the clip, show

Duration / end

Bind end offset

offset

to end

00:00:05:00

00:00:10:00

Deactivated

00:00:20:00

00:00:15:00

Activated

00:00:02:00

00:00:04:00

Activated

or playlist starts and remove it 10 seconds later
Display a graphics addon 20 seconds before the clip,
show or playlist ends and remove it 15 seconds later
Display a graphics addon 2 seconds before the clip,
show or playlist ends and remove it 4 seconds later
In this case the addon would overlap two clips, shows
or playlists. which is e.g. useful for displaying transition
effects (wipe, fade, etc.).

Splicing properties


Notice

Splicing events are part of the Dynamic ad-triggering (SCTE-35) feature that requires a q.air Premium subscription.

The following table provides an overview of available splicing secondary event properties:
Property

Description

Event offset

Offset for the start time of the splicing event (if set to 00:00:00:00 the splicing event trigger is
sent starting with the first I frame of the corresponding clip or show the event is assigned to)

Send duration

If activated, the splicing event duration is also included in the splicing event trigger

Splicing event

Splicing event id (allows a downstream system to decide how the original content should be

id

replaced or blanked)

UPID type

Splicing event type UPID (allows a downstream system to decide how the original content
should be replaced or blanked)

UPID

Splicing event UPID (allows a downstream system to decide how the original content should
be replaced or blanked)
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Property

Description

Web delivery

If activated, the "web delivery allowed" flag is set accordingly in the splicing event trigger,

allowed

signaling a downstream system that web delivery is allowed for the corresponding content

Regional

If activated, the "regional blackout" flag is set accordingly in the splicing event trigger,

blackout

signaling a downstream system that regional blackout is enabled for the corresponding
content

Archive allowed

If activated, the splicing event trigger includes information that signals a downstream system
that archiving is allowed for the corresponding content

Device

Information about restrictions that apply to certain device groups

restrictions
Use automatic

If activated, the end splicing event trigger is sent automatically when the event duration is
completed.
If deactivated, the end splicing event trigger has to be sent manually by the operator.

Metadata properties
The following table provides an overview of available metadata secondary event properties:
Type

Property

Description

EPG

Short event

Short description of the content

descriptor
EPG

Extended event

Detailed description of the content

descriptor
EPG

Name

EPG name

EPG

FSK

Parental rating (based on German motion picture rating system
organization FSK, e.g. 0, 6, 12, 16, 18)

EPG

DVB content
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Type

Property

Description

EPG

Char code

Character encoding of the EPG information (default: Western
European - ISO/IEC 8859)

EPG

Language

Language of the EPG information (e.g. German or English)

Moderator

Name

Moderator name

Now Next

Now

Now text

Next

Next text

Later

Later text

Online EPG

Title

Online EPG title

Online EPG

Short synopsis

Short content summary

Online EPG

Detail synopsis

Detailed content summary

Later
Now Next
Later
Now Next
Later

Stream target properties
The following table provides an overview of available stream target secondary event properties:
Type

Property

Description

YouTube

Title

Stream event title

YouTube

Description

Stream event content description

YouTube

Automatic

Time-related switch

YouTube

Start time

Start date and time of the streaming event
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Type

Property

Description

Generic

Source

Source to be streamed

stream
Generic

Target type

Target type of the stream (e.g. YouTube, Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitch, RTMP,
RTMPS)

Generic

Title

Stream event title

Generic

Description

Stream event content description

Generic

Stream URL

Target URL

Generic

Stream key

Stream key (used for authentication)

Generic

Username

Username (if required for authentication)

Generic

Password

Password (if required for authentication)

Generic

Start time

Start date and time of the streaming event
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Automation
q.air uses q.air Automation as playout automation and streaming component. Depending on the
number of playout channels, it includes one or more individually controllable players running on
playout instances.
Each player seamlessly plays the video content for a linear playout channel based on a rundown,
that consists of playlists. The playlists are created via the q.air Traffic planning component.
Each player output can be streamed to web, OTT and IPTV targets.
Via the included q.air Automation user interface, the automation can be manually controlled by
the operator.

Accessing q.air Automation
1. Open and sign in to the qibb go! Portal.
The welcome screen is displayed.
2. Click on Automation.
The channel status overview is opened in a new tab.
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Figure: q.air Automation - Channel status overview
3. In the Channels sidebar on the left select a channel.



Notice

You can only select channels that are online.
Channels that are online are highlighted with a green circle icon. Channels that are offline are highlighted with
a red circle icon.

The q.air Automation user interface for the selected channel is opened.

Figure: q.air Automation user interface



Tip

From the q.air Automation user interface, you can go back to the channel status overview, by clicking the white
q.air logo in the top left corner.
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Starting and stopping a channel


Notice

Each playout channel instance can be started or stopped individually when deployed on AWS.



Warning

If you stop a channel, the corresponding playout instance is shut down and distribution targets configured for this
channel will not receive any content.

In q.air Automation each playout channel instance can individually be started or stopped. To do
this, open the channel status overview like described in steps 1-4 of section Accessing q.air
Automation and proceed as follows:
To start a channel instance, in the status list click Start for the channel to be started.
To stop a channel instance, in the status list click Stop for the channel to be stopped.

q.air Automation user interface overview
The main user interface consists of the following elements:
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Figure: q.air Automation user interface
1. Channel information (consisting of channel name, resolution, framerate and number of
currently displayed graphics)
2. Restart player trigger and operating status indicators for internal components
3. Channel preview
4. Time-related rundown information
5. Information about the current clip
6. Information about the next clip
7. Channel rundown
8. Navigation tabs for accessing media assets, playlists, graphics, recordings and stream
targets
9. Media preview
10. Metadata for the previewed file
11. Media asset list
12. User account settings

Restart player trigger and operating status indicators

Figure: Restart player trigger and operating status indicators
This area provides the following controls and information:
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Element name

Functions

Restart player

Restart the player
Manually restarting the player is only necessary in case of an audio or video error.
To restart the player via this function, proceed as follows:
1. Click the Restart player icon.
A confirmation dialog is displayed.
2. Click Yes.
The player is restarted.

Operating status

Indicators that display the current operating status of the most important internal system

indicators

components (e.g. connection to backend components and player status)

Channel preview

Figure: q.air Automation - Channel preview
The channel preview displays a low-res version of the current player output in real-time. It also
provides the following controls for preview, rundown and player:
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Icons

Name
Preview
control

Functions (from left to right)

• Toggle preview player on/off - enable/disable
preview player
• Restart preview - restart preview mechanism
Manually restarting the preview is only necessary in case
of an audio or video error.
• Delete graphics - remove all currently displayed
graphics secondary events
Manually deleting graphics is only necessary if graphics
are not automatically removed as expected.

Rundown
control

• Cue first clip - prepare the first clip of the current
show for playback
• Stop clip - stop the currently playing clip
• Play - start playing the currently prepared clip
• Cue next clip - prepare the next clip after the
currently playing clip for playback

Player
control

• Sync player
• Eject player
The player control is only to be used in case of an error, if
the player is not working as expected.

Peak audio meter
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Figure: q.air Automation - Peak audio meter
The Peak audio meter indicates the current audio signal level of the channel preview.

Time-related rundown information

Figure: q.air Automation - Time-related rundown information
This area provides the following information:
Element

Description

End of

Actual date and time when the last playlist in the rundown ends

Schedule
Remaining
Time

• Remaining play time of all playlists currently in the rundown, or
• "LOOP" (the clip is played in a loop until the operator manually triggers the start of the
next clip)

Next Live

• Remaining time until the next live clip in the rundown, or
• “LIVE“ (if a live clip is currently played)

Next Fixed

Remaining time until the next fixed segment in the rundown

Next Secondary

Remaining time until the next secondary event
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Element

Description

Overtime

• "ON TIME" or time difference regarding the scheduled time of elements in the rundown
• Relevant if a live clip ran shorter or longer than originally planned

Clip information

Figure: q.air Automation - Clip information
This area includes the following information for the currently playing clip and the next clip:
• clip thumbnail image
• clip name
• clip total duration
• clip remaining time
• clip mark in
• clip mark out
• clip flags



Tip

If the next clip is a live clip, you can start a preview of the live signal by clicking on the next clip thumbnail image.
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Channel rundown

Figure: q.air Automation - Channel rundown
This area contains the rundown for the current channel. The rundown list contains all playlists,
shows and clips that are scheduled for playout. In this list each playlist and show can be
expanded and collapsed.
Depending on the type of the currently selected element in the rundown, the toolbar at the top
contains the following elements:
Icon/Element

Description

Operational mode

Switch between automatic and manual rundown mode

switch
Reload the rundown

Automatically expand the rundown and jump to the current on air element every 15s
(click to deactivate)
Group the selected clips

Ungroup the selected clips

Move the selected clip to the top (set it as first clip of the show)
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Icon/Element

Description
Move the selected clip one position up

Move the selected clip one position down

Move the selected clip to the bottom (set it as last clip of the show)

Remove the fixed scheduled start time from the selected element

Add the default graphic to the selected playlist, show or clip

Delete the default graphic from the selected playlist, show or clip

Add splicing event for selected clip

Delete from splicing event for selected clip

Delete the selected playlist or clip

The actual rundown list includes the following information:
Column

Description

Color indicator

Indicator for highlighting the element currently playing:
• The element currently playing is highlighted in red
• Grouped clips are highlighted in orange (if multiple groups are used, each group is
highlighted in a different color)
• Other elements have a green indicator

Type

Playlist (icon), show (icon) or clip (thumbnail)

Title

Name of the playlist, show or clip
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Column

Description

Status

Playlist scheduled date or clip status, possible values:
• Cue (next clip to be played, prepared by the player)
• Ready (clip is ready to be played)
• On Air (clip currently playing)
• Placeholder (clip is a virtual placeholder)
• Error (file cannot be played, e.g. because it does not exist or the format is not supported)

"S" icon

Clip has an assigned splicing event

Scheduled

Scheduled start time (highlighted in green, if the time is fixed)

Time
Actual Time

Actual start time

Scheduled Dur

Scheduled duration

Sub

Indicates if a subtitle file is available for the clip

SE

Indicates if there are secondary events assigned to the clip, show or playlist

ST

Indicates if there are stream targets assigned to the clip or playlist

Flags

clip flags

Clean

Switch for hiding all graphics that are assigned to the playlist, show or clip
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Media

Figure: q.air Automation - Asset list and preview
The Media tab contains the following elements:
• media asset preview
• asset metadata
• asset list
The preview player provides the following controls:
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Icon

Description
Fast rewind

Previous frame

Jump to mark in

Set mark in

Stop

Play

Set mark out

Jump to mark out

Next frame

Fast forward

Below the player controls the following time-related information is displayed:

Figure: q.air Automation - Playlist
• Position (current playback timecode)
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• Remaining (remaining duration)
• Mark In (mark in timecode)
• Duration (total duration)
• Mark Out (mark out timecode)
• Reset (reset mark in and mark out)
• Thumbnail with file name (draggable element for adding the clip to a show in the rundown
incl. timecodes set for mark in and mark out)

Playlist

Figure: q.air Automation - Playlist
The Playlist tab contains all available playlists for the current channel. Each playlist can be
expanded to list all included components (shows, clips, secondary events and metadata).
The toolbar at the top contains the following elements:
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Icon

Description

Search

Search a playlist by title
Add the selected playlist to the rundown
The position/time where the playlist is added to the rundown depends on the following:
• if the playlist does not have a fixed start time, it is appended to the rundown as last element
(directly after the previously last playlist, without creating gaps)
• if the playlist does have a fixed start time but you leave the "Timed" checkbox unchecked, it is
appended to the rundown as last element (directly after the previously last playlist, without
creating gaps) ignoring the fixed start time
• if the playlist does have a fixed start time and you activate the "Timed" checkbox, it is appended to
the rundown corresponding to the fixed start time

Delete the selected playlist

Reload the list of available playlists
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Graphics

Figure: q.air Automation - Singular.Live graphics dashboard
The Graphics tab includes an embedded version of the Singular.Live composition dashboard,
allowing you to manually trigger Singular.Live graphics for the current channel directly from
within q.air Automation.
For more information about using graphics, see the Graphics section.
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Recordings

Figure: q.air Automation - Recordings
The Recordings tab allows you to create recording jobs in crash or scheduled mode. The tab
contains the following elements:
• Recording Channels
• Edit
• Recordings
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The encoder of the recordings channels provides the following information:
• Current (current time status)
• Status (recording job status, available states: Idle, Preparing, Created)
• Total (total time of recording job)
• Next (time to next recording job)
The encoder of the recordings channels provides the following controls:
Icon

Description
Start record job

Stop record job

Cancel record job

Delete record job

The Edit area provides the following input options:
• Title (name of the recording job)
• Folder (folder in the media asset list where the recording job should be stored)
• Source (name of the source)
• Profile (select the profile)
• Schedule (activate check box if it is a scheduled recording job)
• Start (start time of the scheduled recording job)
• End (end time of the scheduled recording job)
• Duration (duration of the scheduled recording job)
• Open end (activate check box if the scheduled recording job has not specified an end)
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Stream Targets

Figure: q.air Automation - Stream targets
The Stream Targets tab allows you to create streaming jobs/events for the current channel and
to trigger them manually.
The list of Predefined Targets contains all available stream targets and the following
information:
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Column

Description

Icon

icon representing the target platform/type

Target

name of the stream target

Name
Account

internal name of the corresponding target platform-specific account to be used by the stream
target (if applicable)

Source

name of the source stream

Platform

target platform

Description

short description of the stream target

Create icon

create a new streaming job for the corresponding stream target

The Joblist contains all scheduled streaming jobs/events for the current channel and the
following information:
Column

Description

Platform

icon representing the target platform/type

Event

event title or category

Target

name of the stream target

Name
Account

internal name of the corresponding target platform-specific account to be used by the stream
target (if applicable)

Source

name of the source stream

Scheduled

scheduled start time
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Column

Description

Status

streaming event status, available states:
• Unknown - the status of the event is unknown
• Queued - the event is queued
• Preparing - the event is in preparation for the stream
• Prepared - the event is ready for streaming
• Starting - the event is starting
• Running - the event is running
• Completed - the event is completed
• Stopping - the event is stopped

Edit

edit metadata of the stream job

Link

• open stream event in a new tab
• copy stream event link to clipboard

Action

actions for manually controlling the streaming job, available actions:
• Queue - queue the streaming event
• Prepare - prepare the streaming event
• Go Live - start the streaming event
• Stop - stop the streaming event
• Delete - delete the streaming event



Notice

You can only trigger actions that are highlighted with a white or green icon color. Functions represented by a grayed
out icon are not available.

For more information about streaming, see the Streaming section.
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Previewing file-based and live media
To preview media, proceed as follows:
1. On the right side, select the Media tab.
2. In the media list select the media type (live, placeholder or clip).
3. (Optional) To filter the displayed media files, either use the Search field (to filter by file name)
or the dropdown menus (to filter by modification date or by resolution).
The media list is filtered based on your filter settings.
4. To preview a file, click the Play icon at the right side of the corresponding list item or drag
the item onto the preview player.
The file is loaded by the preview player.
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Figure: q.air Automation - File preview
5. Use the preview player controls to play the file.



Notice

If you preview a live source:
• the player controls are disabled, except the stop button
• you can copy the stream URL to the clipboard by clicking the corresponding Path icon in the Common
metadata section
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Rundown modes
q.air Automation provides the following rundown modes:
• manual
• automatic
Manual rundown mode provides full manual control over the rundown. You have to add and
delete playlists manually as well as triggering cue and play for clips.
Automatic rundown mode automates adding playlists to the rundown and triggering cue and
play. Playlists created with a future start time in q.air Traffic are automatically added to the
rundown. The first clip of the playlist is automatically cued. When the start time is reached, play
is automatically triggered. When the playlist is finished, it is automatically removed from the
rundown (depending on how the playlist properties "Protected" and "Do not use" are set).



Notice

The time intervals that are used to select which playlist should automatically be added or removed from the
rundown can be configured via pre roll and post roll settings. Both intervals are usually set between 4 to 8 hours.

To change the rundown mode, use the Operational mode toggle switch in the toolbar at the top
of the rundown. If the switch is activated, manual mode is enabled. If the switch is deactivated,
automatic mode is enabled.

Figure: q.air Automation - Rundown mode toggle switch
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Adding a playlist to a rundown
To add a playlist to a rundown, proceed as follows:
1. On the right side, select the Playlist tab.
All available playlists for the current channel are listed.

Figure: q.air Automation - Available playlists
2. To add a playlist to a rundown, you can either:
a. drag a playlist and drop it onto the DropZone area on the bottom left, or
b. select a playlist by clicking the corresponding row in the Playlist tab (the row will be
highlighted in blue) and click on the Plus icon (Add playlist to rundown) at the top right.
The playlist is added to the rundown as last element and the start date/time are dynamically
calculated without creating gaps.



Tip

To add a playlist to a rundown at a specified start date/time, activate the checkbox in the Sched (Scheduled)
column, before you drag the playlist onto the DropZone area or click the Add playlist to rundown button.
If the playlist already has a specified start date/time, this will be applied. If the playlist has no specified start
date/time, a dialog is displayed where you can select the start date/time.
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Figure: q.air Automation - Playlist added to rundown



Notice

You cannot add a playlist with a specific scheduled start date/time to a rundown, if there is already a playlist in
the rundown scheduled for the same date/time.



Notice

Playlists with a fixed start date/time can only be added to a rundown, if the start date/time is in the future.

Adding media to a rundown
In addition to playlists you can also add media assets (video file, live source or placeholder) to a
rundown, by adding them to a show in a playlist.
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Notice

If you want to add a video file to a rundown, the resolution and framerate of the video file should usually match the
channel properties exactly. For example, if you use a channel that is configured to 1080p and 25 fps you should use
files with a resolution of 1920x1080 px and a framerate of 25 fps.
Video files that use other resolutions or framerates than the current channel properties are highlighted in the media
list:

Figure: q.air Automation - Video files with resolutions and framerates that do not match the channel properties
By default, you cannot add video files that use other resolutions or framerates than the current channel properties
Depending on the channel configuration it may be possible to add files to a rundown, that do not match the channel
properties.

To do this, proceed as follows:
1. In the rundown select the playlist to which you want to add media.
The playlist is expanded and all included shows are listed.
2. On the right side, select the Media tab.
All available media is listed in the media list.
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Figure: q.air Automation - Playlist expanded and media tab opened
3. Drag a video file, live source or placeholder from the media list on the right side and drop it
onto a show in a playlist in the rundown on the left side.

Figure: q.air Automation - Video file added to a show
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The selected video file, live source or placeholder is added to the rundown as last clip of the
selected show.



Tip

Instead of adding a clip at the end of a show you can also replace an individual clip in a show by dragging and
dropping the new media asset directly on the clip to be replaced. In this case a confirmation dialog is
displayed that also informs you if the rundown duration will be shortened or extended by this replacement. For
more information see section Replacing a clip.

4. (Optional) Change the show’s clip list order to move the added clip to a specific position
within the selected show.

Adding trimmed media to a rundown
To add only a specific subsection of a video file to a rundown, proceed as follows:



Notice

Trimming is only possible for media assets that represent actual video files. In the Media tab these assets are listed
in a folder tree. Live and placeholder media assets cannot be trimmed.

1. In the rundown select the playlist to which you want to add trimmed media.
The playlist is expanded and all included shows are listed.
2. On the right side, select the Media tab.
All available media is listed in the media list.
3. In the media list select the media asset to be trimmed and click on the Play icon on the right
side.



Tip

You can also open a media asset in the preview player by dragging it from the media list and dropping it onto
the preview player.

The media asset is opened in the preview player.
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4. Use the preview player controls to select the timecode for the mark in.
5. To set the selected timecode as mark in, click the Set Mark In icon.

Figure: q.air Automation - Trimmed media - Mark in set
6. Use the preview player controls to select the timecode for the mark out.
7. To set the selected timecode as mark out, click the Set Mark Out icon.
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Figure: q.air Automation - Trimmed media - Mark out set
8. Use the draggable element below the preview player (consisting of thumbnail and file name,
located between "Position" and "Remaining") and drag it onto the show to which you want to
add it.

Figure: q.air Automation - Trimmed media added to a show
The selected video file is added to the rundown as last clip of the selected show.



Tip

Instead of adding a trimmed clip at the end of a show you can also replace an individual clip in a show by
dropping the draggable element directly on the clip to be replaced. In this case a confirmation dialog is
displayed that also informs you if the rundown duration will be shortened or extended by this replacement. For
more information see section Replacing a clip.



Notice

Trimmed files in the rundown are recognizable by their color. The scheduled duration (displayed in the
"Scheduled dur" column) of trimmed files is highlighted in yellow.

9. (Optional) Change the show’s clip list order to move the added clip to a specific position
within the selected show.
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Editing the rundown
Editing clip start times and durations
To edit the start time of a clip, proceed as follows:
1. In the rundown click on a playlist to expand it.
2. Click on a show in the selected playlist to expand it.
3. To edit the scheduled start time of a clip, in the selected show, click on the Scheduled Time
field to be edited.

A dialog is displayed where you can enter the start date and time.
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4. Enter the start date and time (format hh:mm:ss:ff ).
5. To confirm the new value, click Apply.
The edited scheduled time is highlighted in green.

To edit the duration of a clip, proceed as follows:
1. To edit the duration of a clip, in the selected show, click on the Scheduled Dur (Duration)
field to be edited.
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A dialog is displayed where you can enter the duration.

2. Enter the new duration (format hh:mm:ss:ff ).
3. To confirm the new value, click Apply.
The edited duration is highlighted in yellow.
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Using groups
The group feature allows you to assign multiple clips within a show to a group. Each group is
highlighted in a different color to facilitate differentiation of groups.



Tip

You can play a group of clips in a loop, by activating the loop flag for the last clip in a group.

To add clips to a group, proceed as follows:
1. In the rundown click on a playlist to expand it.
2. Click on a show in the selected playlist to expand it.
3. In the selected show, select multiple consecutive clips to be grouped.
4. In the top right corner of the rundown, click the Create group icon.
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Figure: q.air Automation - Rundown - Create group
The selected clips are assigned to a new group and are highlighted in the same color (orange
in the example below).

Figure: q.air Automation - Rundown - Group created
To remove clips from a group, proceed as follows:
1. In the rundown click on a playlist to expand it.
2. Click on a show in the selected playlist to expand it.
3. In the selected show, select the clips to be removed from the group.
4. In the top right corner of the rundown, click the Delete group icon.
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Figure: q.air Automation - Remove clips from group
The selected clips are removed from the group. If all clips are removed from a group, the group
is removed.

Figure: q.air Automation - Clips removed from group

Moving clips
To change the clip order in a show, proceed as follows:
1. In the rundown click on a playlist to expand it.
2. Click on a show in the selected playlist to expand it.
3. In the selected show, select one or more clips to be moved.
4. Depending on where you want to move the clips, select the corresponding function:
a. To move the clips one position up in the list, click the
b. To move the clips one position down in the list, click the

File up icon.
File down icon.

c. To move the clips to the beginning of the selected show’s clip list, click the

First file

icon.
d. To move the clips to the end of the selected show’s clip list, click the
The clips are moved to the selected position.
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Replacing a clip


Notice

This function has to be used to replace placeholder assets with other media assets that represent actual video files.
In addition it can be used to replace any clip in the rundown (regardless of the type) with any other available media
asset (regardless of the type).

To replace a clip in a rundown, proceed as follows:
1. In the rundown click on a playlist to expand it.
2. Click on a show in the selected playlist to expand it.
3. On the right side select the Media tab.
4. In the media list select the type of the media asset (video file, live source or placeholder).
5. Drag an item from the media list on the right side and drop it onto the clip to be replaced in
the rundown on the left side.

Figure: q.air Automation - Replace clip
A confirmation dialog is displayed that also informs you if the rundown duration will be
shortened or extended by this replacement.
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6. To confirm the replacement, click Yes in the confirmation dialog.



Notice

If the new item is a live source you additionally have to select the duration of the live clip and click Apply.

The previous rundown item is replaced by the new item.

Figure: q.air Automation - Clip replaced

Assigning or deleting a default graphic
To assign a default graphic to a playlist, show or clip, proceed as follows:
1. In the rundown select a playlist, show or clip.
2. Click the Add default graphic icon.
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Figure: q.air Automation - Assign default graphic
The default graphic is assigned to the selected element(s).

Figure: q.air Automation - Default graphic assigned
To delete a default graphic from a playlist, show or clip, proceed as follows:
1. In the rundown select a playlist, show or clip.
2. Click the Delete default graphic icon.
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Figure: q.air Automation - Delete default graphic
The default graphic is deleted from the selected element(s).

Figure: q.air Automation - Default graphic deleted

Adding or deleting a splicing event
For information about how to use splicing events, see section Ad Insertion:
• Adding a splicing event via q.air Automation
• Removing a splicing event from the rundown

Deleting a clip or a playlist


Notice

You can only delete a clip if it is in status Ready or if it is a placeholder. You cannot delete a clip if it is cued or on air.
It is also not possible to delete a playlist if it includes a clip that is either cued or on air.

To delete a clip from the rundown, proceed as follows:
1. Select the clip to be deleted and in the toolbar at the top of the rundown click Delete.
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Figure: q.air Automation - Delete a clip
2. Confirm the displayed dialog by clicking Yes.
The clip is deleted.
To delete a playlist from the rundown, proceed as follows:
1. Select the playlist to be deleted and in the toolbar at the top of the rundown click Delete.

Figure: q.air Automation - Delete a playlist
2. Confirm the displayed dialog by clicking Yes.
The playlist is deleted.

Deleting a fix start time
To delete a fix start time from an element in a rundown, proceed as follows:
1. In the rundown either select a playlist, show or clip with a fix start time.
2. Click the Delete fix start time icon.
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Figure: q.air Automation - Delete fix start time
The fix start time is removed from the selected element.

Reloading the rundown


Notice

Manually reloading the rundown is only necessary in case of an error, e.g. if the clip status is displayed as
“Unknown”.

To manually reload the rundown, click the

Reload rundown icon in the top left corner of the

rundown.

Controlling the rundown playback
The rundown playback can either be triggered automatically (based on the scheduled playlist
start time) or manually by using the rundown control below the channel preview.
To manually start the playback, proceed as follows:
1. In the rundown cue a clip to prepare it for playback, by either:
a. clicking the Cue next clip icon in the rundown control, or
b. by clicking on the clip status of a clip that is in "Ready" status.



Notice

If you use the first method, this either cues the first clip in the rundown (if previously no clip was cued) or the
next clip after the previously cued clip.
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Figure: q.air Automation - Cueing a clip
The clips status changes to "Cue".

Figure: q.air Automation - Cued clip
2. To start playback, click the Play icon.
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Figure: q.air Automation - Playing a clip
The clip is played. The clips status changes to "On Air".

Figure: q.air Automation - Clip is playing
3. To manually stop playback, click the Stop icon.
4. Confirm the confirmation dialog by clicking Yes.
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The playback is stopped. The clips status changes to "Ready".

Figure: q.air Automation - Playback stopped



Notice

If you manually stop playback, the previously cued clip remains cued. To completely reset the player and clip
status (setting all available clips to status "Ready"), click the
and confirm the following dialog by clicking Yes.
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Live sources and stream targets
Each incoming live stream received by q.air is referred to as a live source. Live sources are used
by multiple q.air applications, e.g. to preview incoming streams or to schedule them in a
rundown. Each playout output signal can also be routed internally and used again as a live
source. Every live source is defined by a set of configuration properties (metadata), like e.g. the
used protocol, the URL used to receive the stream or (if required) stream credentials. These
configuration properties can e.g. be used to set up an external device or software that provides
an incoming source stream to q.air.
The target for each outgoing live stream is referred to as a stream target. Similar to a live source
each stream target is defined by a set of configuration properties (metadata), like e.g. the used
protocol, the target URL or (if required) stream credentials. Stream targets can be used by
multiple q.air applications, e.g. to schedule them in a rundown and defining which parts of the
scheduled program should be streamed to downstream service providers or video platforms.
To manage, preview, monitor and route incoming and outgoing live streams (and in addition to
the streaming capabilities described in section Streaming), q.air includes the q.air Stream
Control application.

Accessing q.air Stream Control
1. Open and sign in to the qibb go! Portal.
The welcome screen is displayed.
2. Depending on if you want to manage live sources or stream targets, click on the related
actions

icon in the corresponding tile:

a. To manage live sources select Ingest related actions > Manage your live sources.
b. To manage stream targets select Automation related actions > Manage your stream
targets.
The Stream Control user interface is opened in a new browser tab.
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Manage live sources
Using the live sources overview
To access the live sources overview, in the navigation sidebar on the left select Live Sources >
Overview.
The live sources overview is displayed.

Figure: Live source overview
In the Live Sources area all currently available live sources are listed with basic information (e.g.
name, protocol, status, uptime, live bitrate and alerts). You can customize the columns to be
displayed and manually trigger a list update, by using the corresponding buttons above the list.
To display only specific live sources, use the Filter area above the list. There you can e.g. search
live sources by name, by status flags (connected, verified, etc.) or by protocol (RTMP, SRT, etc.).
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Creating a live source
To create a live source, proceed as follows:
1. In the navigation sidebar on the left select Live Sources > Overview.
2. In the upper right, click Create Live Source.
The Create A Live Source dialog is displayed.
3. Enter a name for the live source and select the protocol to be used.



Notice

The name of the live source has to be unique.

Figure: Create live source
4. (Optional) Depending on the selected protocol, additional configuration properties may be
displayed. Set the values as required.



Notice

If you select e.g. protocol RTMP the additional property On connect Authenticate is available. If you enable it
the URL of the created live source (which has to be used to provide the source stream to q.air) will include user
name and password for authentication.
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5. Click Confirm.
The live source is created and added to the live sources list. It is also available in q.air Traffic
as primary event and can be added to shows. In q.air Automation it is available under Media >
Live, can be previewed and added to a rundown.



Notice

You can now configure your device/software/encoder that provides the actual source stream by using the
configuration properties of the live source you created. To do this, select the newly created live source, copy the
values of the corresponding configuration properties to the clipboard and paste them into your device/software
settings. Afterwards start the stream. If everything is configured properly and the incoming stream is received
correctly, the live source status changes from red (disconnected) to green (connected) and the preview can be
started.

Previewing a live source
To preview a live source, proceed as follows:
1. In the navigation sidebar on the left select Live Sources > Overview.
2. In the live sources list click the name of the live source to be previewed.
A preview player and detailed information about the live source are displayed at the top of the
page.
3. In the preview player click the Play icon.
The preview starts.
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Figure: Live source preview
4. Use the player controls to e.g. trigger pause, play or fullscreen view.

Editing a live source


Notice

You can only edit the name of a live source. All other settings cannot be changed as they are automatically
generated.

To edit a live source, proceed as follows:
1. In the navigation sidebar on the left select Live Sources > Overview.
2. In the live sources list click the name of the live source to be edited.
A preview player and detailed information about the live source are displayed at the top of the
page.
3. Edit the name of the live source.
4. Click Save.
The changed live source configuration is saved.
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Deleting a live source
To delete a live source, proceed as follows:
1. In the navigation sidebar on the left select Live Sources > Overview.
2. In the live sources list in the Action column activate the checkbox of the live source to be
deleted.
3. Click the Delete selected live source icon above the live sources list.
4. Confirm the displayed dialog by clicking Confirm.
The live source is deleted and removed from the live source list.

Manage stream targets
Using the stream targets overview
To access the stream target overview, in the navigation sidebar on the left select Stream Targets
> Overview.
The stream target overview is displayed.
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Figure: Stream target overview
In the Stream Targets area all currently available stream targets and jobs are listed with basic
information (e.g. name, type, source and status). You can customize the columns to be displayed
and manually trigger a list update, by using the corresponding buttons above the list.
To display only specific stream targets, use the Filter area above the list. There you can e.g.
search stream targets by name, by type (YouTube, Generic, etc.) or active status.
You can display and edit the details of each stream target, by clicking on the corresponding
stream target name.

Creating a static routing stream target
A static routing stream target enables you to permanently stream any live source to any valid
target, without having to schedule it in a rundown.
To create a static routing stream target, proceed as follows:
1. In the navigation sidebar on the left select Stream Targets > Static Routing.
2. In the upper right, click Add.
The Create A Stream Target dialog is displayed.
3. Select the protocol to be used.
Depending on the selected protocol, different configuration properties are displayed.
4. Set all configuration properties as required.
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Figure: Static routing stream target properties
5. Click Confirm.
The static routing stream target is created and added to the stream targets list with status
inactive (red).
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Figure: Static routing stream target created
6. Select the live source to be used via the Source dropdown menu.
If the source stream is valid and running, preview playback starts automatically.
7. Right next to Source click the Save source stream icon.
The source of the static routing stream target is saved. If source and target are valid and the
stream is running the status changes to active (green).
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Figure: Active static routing stream target



Notice

To preview the live source, in the preview player click the Play icon and use the player controls to e.g. trigger a
fullscreen preview.

Editing a static routing stream target
To edit a static routing stream target, proceed as follows:
1. In the navigation sidebar on the left select Stream Targets > Static Routing.
2. Look for the target to be edited and in the bottom left of the corresponding tile click the View
and edit metadata icon.

Figure: Open static routing stream target settings
The target settings are displayed.
3. Change the settings as required.
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Figure: Update static routing stream target settings
4. Confirm your changes, by clicking Update.
The changed static routing stream target settings are saved.
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Editing a social media or generic stream job
In the following a YouTube stream job is used as example for managing stream jobs. The same
approach applies to generic stream jobs.
To edit a stream job, proceed as follows:
1. To get an overview of all available YouTube stream jobs, in the navigation sidebar on the left
select Stream Targets > Social Media.
2. Look for the stream job to be edited and in the bottom left of the corresponding tile click the
View and edit configuration data icon.

Figure: Open stream job settings
The target settings are displayed.
3. Change the settings as required.
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Figure: Update stream job settings
4. Confirm your changes, by clicking Update.
The stream job settings are updated.
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Deleting a stream target
To delete a stream target, proceed as follows:
1. In the navigation sidebar on the left select Stream Targets > Overview.
2. In the stream targets list in the Action column activate the checkbox of the stream target to
be deleted.
3. Click the Delete selected stream target icon above the live sources list.
4. Confirm the displayed dialog by clicking Confirm.
The stream target is deleted and removed from the stream targets list.

Synchronizing stream targets between Wowza and q.air
Under certain conditions (e.g. because of special customer requirements regarding the stream
format or certain stream properties) it may not be possible to create a stream target via the
default mechanism provided by q.air Stream Control. In this case the corresponding stream
target has to be created manually via the Wowza Manager UI. Afterwards it can be synchronized
with q.air via Stream Control and can then be used like a "regular" stream target.
To synchronize stream targets, proceed as follows:
1. In the navigation sidebar on the left select Stream Targets > Overview.
2. In the upper right, click Sync.
All stream targets that were created via the Wowza Manager UI and can be synchronized are
listed.
3. Select one or more stream targets to be synchronized.
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Figure: Synchronize stream targets
4. Click Confirm.
The selected stream targets are synchronized with q.air and can afterwards be used like
"regular" stream targets.
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Social media streaming
Social media streaming is a q.air module that allows you to distribute the output of each q.air
Automation playout channel as a stream to social media, video platforms and service providers.

Supported stream targets
q.air supports the following target platforms/protocols:
• YouTube
• Facebook
• LinkedIn
• Twitch
• Generic RTMP (any target that supports RTMP streams)
• Generic RTMPS (any target that supports RTMPS streams)



Notice

q.air also supports static routing stream targets that enable you to permanently stream any live source to any valid
target, without having to schedule it in a rundown. These stream targets are managed via q.air Stream Control and
are described in section Live sources and stream targets.

Types of stream jobs
q.air differentiates between the following types of stream jobs, that can both be created via q.air
Automation:
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Type
Independent

Description

• has to be created manually
• is independent of the rundown
• does not have a time reference

Scheduled

• is created automatically when a playlist with an assigned stream target is added to the
rundown
• is assigned to a playlist, show or clip in the rundown
• has a time reference
• is recognizable by a small clock icon in the Platform column in the job list

Stream job metadata
Depending on the stream job type, different metadata has to be provided when creating a new
stream job. These differences are described in the following.

YouTube metadata
YouTube stream jobs allow you to provide the following metadata:
Metadata

Mandatory

Description

Yes

The YouTube account to be used as target (as configured via q.air

element
Account

Configuration).
Source

Yes

The stream that is used as source and streamed to the target.

Event

Yes

The name/title of the YouTube event, that will be displayed for viewers on
YouTube.

Description

No

The description of the YouTube event, that will be displayed for viewers on
YouTube.
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Metadata

Mandatory

Description

Yes

The planned start date and time of the YouTube event.

element
Starttime

Generic metadata
Generic stream jobs allow you to provide the following metadata:
Metadata

Mandatory

Description

Yes

The target platform/protocol to be used. Available options:

element
Target

• YouTube
• Facebook
• LinkedIn
• Twitch
• RTMP
• RTMPS

Source

Yes

The stream that is used as source and streamed to the target.

Title

Yes

The title of the stream event.

Description

No

The description of the stream event.

Stream Url

Yes

The target stream URL.

Stream Key

Yes

The stream key to be used.

Credentials

No

Enable to provide additional user credentials for authentication. Disable to
send the stream without additional user credentials.

Username

No

The username to be used as part of the credentials (only available if the
Credentials checkbox is activated).
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Metadata

Mandatory

Description

No

The password to be used as part of the credentials (only available if the

element
Password

Credentials checkbox is activated).
Starttime

Yes

The planned start date and time of the stream event.

Streaming workflow
Overview
To stream content, in summary the following steps are required:
1. Create a stream target via q.air Configuration.



Notice

This is only required once for YouTube stream targets. If you want to stream to a single YouTube channel, you
have to create a stream target for the corresponding YouTube account. If you want to stream to multiple
YouTube channels, you have to create a stream target for each of your accounts.
Generic stream targets do not have to be created manually, as they are already created during the system
provisioning.

2. Create an independent or scheduled stream job for the stream target via q.air Traffic and/or
Automation.
3. Manually prepare, start and stop the stream via q.air Automation.

Creating an independent YouTube stream job
To create an independent YouTube stream job, proceed as follows:
1. Open q.air Automation.
2. On the right side select the Stream Targets tab.
3. In the Predefined Targets section, click the “+” icon of the YouTube stream target to be used.
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Figure: q.air Automation - Create independent YouTube stream job
The metadata input screen is displayed.

Figure: q.air Automation - Create independent YouTube stream job - Metadata input screen
4. Enter the metadata of the stream target.



Notice

You can only apply the changes if all mandatory fields are filled in and the selected start time lies in the future.
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5. Click Apply.
The stream job is created and added to the job list.

Figure: q.air Automation - Independent YouTube stream job created

Creating an independent generic stream job
To create an independent generic stream job, proceed as follows:
1. Open q.air Automation.
2. On the right side select the Stream Targets tab.
3. In the Predefined Targets section, click the “+” icon of the generic stream target to be used.

Figure: q.air Automation - Create independent generic stream job
The metadata input screen is displayed.
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Figure: q.air Automation - Create independent generic stream job - Metadata input screen
4. Enter the metadata of the stream target.



Notice

You can only apply the changes if all mandatory fields are filled in and the selected start time lies in the future.
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Tip

If you want to use the generic stream job for streaming to YouTube, you can retrieve the required values for
streamurl and streamkey as follows:
a. Log in to your YouTube account.
b. In the upper right area click Create > Go Live.
The required information is displayed in the Stream Settings section.
c. Copy the stream key and the stream URL and paste them into the required mandatory fields.

5. Click Apply.
The stream job is created and added to the job list.

Figure: q.air Automation - Independent generic stream job created

Creating a scheduled stream job
In summary, creating a scheduled stream job requires the following steps:
1. Use q.air Traffic to assign a stream target to a playlist, show or clip.
2. Send the corresponding playlist (that includes the show or clip you assigned the stream
target to) to playout.
3. Use q.air Automation to add the corresponding playlist to the rundown.
These steps are described in detail below, based on the example of adding a YouTube stream
target to a clip. They apply to any type of stream target and the mechanism is the same for both
playlists and shows.
To assign a YouTube stream target to a clip, proceed as follows:
1. Open q.air Traffic.
2. In the left sidebar, select Shows.
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The available shows are displayed.
3. Select the show that contains the clip to which you want to add a stream target.
A new tab is opened for editing the clip details.
4. Select the clip to which you want to assign the stream target to in the lower right corner, by
activating the corresponding Action checkbox.
5. Click the Edit Clip button.

Figure: q.air Traffic - Select Clip
A new tab is opened for editing the clip details.
6. In the left sidebar of the newly opened clip tab select Secondary events and click Stream
Targets.
Available stream targets of the selected type are displayed in the Stream Targets area to the
right.
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Figure: q.air Traffic - Secondary events
7. Select a stream target and drag it onto the Drop Zone in the Clip Addons area.

Figure: q.air Traffic - Stream target added to clip addons
8. Edit the properties of an added stream target, by selecting it in the Clip Addons list and click
the Edit Addon button.
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The clip addon details are displayed to the right.

Figure: q.air Traffic - Edit clip addon details
9. Change the addon details as required.
10. To save the addon settings, in the Clip Addon details area click Update.
The clip and its stream targets are saved.
11. To close the tab with the clip details, click Close in the Clip Properties area.
The tab is closed.
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Figure: q.air Traffic - Update and close
12. In the left sidebar, select Playlists.
The available playlists are displayed.
13. Select the Playlist that contains the clip to which you added the stream target.
A new tab is opened for editing the playlist details.
14. In the Playlist Properties area click Send to Playout.
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Figure: q.air Traffic - Send to playout
The select playout channel dialog is displayed.

Figure: q.air Traffic - Select playout channel
15. Select the playout channel that you want to send the playlist to.
16. Click Confirm.
The playlist with the assigned stream target is made available for the selected channel in q.air
Automation.
17. Open q.air Automation.
18. Add the corresponding playlist to the rundown.
Based on the stream target that is used in the playlist, a stream job is automatically added to
the job list. It is recognizable by a clock icon in the "Platform" column
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Figure: q.air Automation - Scheduled stream job added to job list

Starting a YouTube stream
To start a YouTube stream, proceed as follows:
1. Open q.air Automation.
2. Select the Stream Targets tab.
3. If the corresponding stream job in the Joblist is in status Unknown, wait until it changes to
Queued.



Notice

If the corresponding stream job was added to the job list shortly before, this may take a few seconds.

Figure: q.air Automation - YouTube stream job in status "Queued"
4. If the stream job is in status Queued, in the Action column click the Prepare icon.
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Figure: q.air Automation - Prepare YouTube stream job
The stream job status first changes to "Preparing" and after a few seconds to "Prepared".

Figure: q.air Automation - Prepared YouTube stream job
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Tip

When the stream job changes the status to Prepared, the corresponding event becomes available on YouTube.
To access the event, click on the

Open YouTube in new tab icon.

The YouTube event opens in a new tab.

Figure: q.air Automation - Stream event becomes available on YouTube

5. To start the stream, click the Go live icon.
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Figure: q.air Automation - Go live on YouTube
The stream job status changes to "Starting" and then to "Running". From this point on the
actual stream can be viewed on YouTube.

Figure: q.air Automation - Running YouTube stream job

Figure: q.air Automation - Viewing the stream on YouTube
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Stopping a YouTube stream
To stop a YouTube stream, proceed as follows:
1. Open q.air Automation.
2. Select the Stream Targets tab.
3. Click on the Stop icon of the stream job to be stopped.

Figure: q.air Automation - Stopping a YouTube stream job
The stream job status changes from "Running" to "Stopping" to "Completed". The stream event
on YouTube is finished.

Figure: q.air Automation - Completed YouTube stream job

Restarting a completed YouTube stream
To restart a completed YouTube stream, proceed as follows:
1. Open q.air Automation.
2. Select the Stream Targets tab.
3. Click the Queue icon of the completed YouTube stream to be restarted.
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Figure: q.air Automation - Restart completed YouTube stream job
4. Repeat steps 3-7 described in section Starting a YouTube stream

Accessing a YouTube stream and sharing the stream link


Notice

A YouTube stream event is not available until the status of the corresponding stream job changes to Prepared.



Notice

Privacy settings and access permissions affect who can access a YouTube stream.

To access a YouTube stream, proceed as follows:
1. Open q.air Automation.
2. Select the Stream Targets tab.
3. In the Joblist click on the Open YouTube in new tab icon of the corresponding stream job.

Figure: q.air Automation - Accessing a YouTube stream
The YouTube stream opens in a new tab.
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To share the stream link, proceed as follows:
1. In the Joblist click on the Copy to clipboard icon of the corresponding stream job.

Figure: q.air Automation - Sharing a YouTube stream link
2. Share the copied link, e.g. by sending it via email or sharing it via social media.

Starting a generic stream
To start a generic stream, proceed as follows:
1. Open q.air Automation.
2. Select the Stream Targets tab.



Notice

The generic stream job to be started should be in status Queued.

3. In the Action column click the Prepare icon of the generic stream job to be started.

Figure: q.air Automation - Prepare generic stream job
The status of the generic stream job changes to "Preparing" and then to "Prepared".
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Figure: q.air Automation - Prepared generic stream job
4. To start the stream, click the Start icon.

Figure: q.air Automation - Start generic stream
The stream job status changes to "Started" and then to "Running".

Figure: q.air Automation - Generic stream job started
From this point on the stream is running and sent to the selected stream URL.



Notice

How you can access the stream depends on the selected target. If you stream to platforms like YouTube,
Facebook, LinkedIn or Twitch, you can access the stream directly via the corresponding target platform.
If you stream via RTMP or RTMPS to a streaming server (e.g. Wowza), you can access the stream based on
the options the server provides. This could for example be an HLS preview of the stream. In this case you can
access the stream via the corresponding URL.
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Notice

Not all web stream formats can be played directly in Google Chrome. Depending on the format of the provided
web stream, playback may only be possible via additional browser add-ons.
This e.g. applies to HLS streams that are provided as M3U8 playlist files. To open these streams in Chrome,
you have to install an appropriate add-on, like Play HLS M3u8. If the add-on is installed, the stream is opened
and played automatically. Otherwise only the corresponding M3U8 file is downloaded.

Stopping a generic stream
To stop a generic stream, proceed as follows:
1. Open q.air Automation.
2. Select the Stream Targets tab.



Notice

The generic stream job to be stopped should be in status Started.

3. To stop a generic stream, click the Stop icon.

Figure: q.air Automation - Stop generic stream
The generic stream is stopped and the status changes from "Started" to "Stopped".

Figure: q.air Automation - Generic stream stopped
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Restarting a completed generic stream
To restart a completed generic stream, proceed as follows:
1. Open q.air Automation.
2. Select the Stream Targets tab.



Notice

The generic stream job to be stopped should be in status Stopped.

3. Click the Start icon of the generic stream job to be restarted.

Figure: q.air Automation - Restart generic stream
The stream is restarted and the status changes from "Stopped" to "Started" and then to
"Running".

Figure: q.air Automation - Generic stream restarted
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Ad triggering


Notice

Dynamic ad-triggering (SCTE-35) requires a q.air Premium subscription.

The dynamic ad-triggering feature enables you to signal ad insertion opportunities that can be
used by downstream systems to automatically replace these parts of your content.
The underlying workflow is based on the SCTE-35 standard and enables you to schedule splicing
event trigger points in your program that are afterwards included in the playout output data
stream. These splicing trigger points can be evaluated by downstream systems to perform
server-side or player-side ad insertion. In addition to ad insertion, SCTE-35-based splicing events
can be used for various other purposes. E.g. for regional content variations, for blanking content
on the web or to trigger recording servers.
Shortly before a splicing event is sent by the playout, the event itself is announced. For this
purpose additional information is included in the playout output stream. The time interval for
announcing the upcoming splicing event is configurable and usually set between one and four
seconds before the start of the actual event.
Depending on its properties a splicing event can be stopped either automatically or manually. For
an automatic splicing event the end event trigger is automatically sent when the playback of the
corresponding clip or show is finished. A manual splicing event has to be stopped manually by
an operator.
In q.air you can add and manage splicing events in the following ways:
• use q.air Traffic to add splicing events to clips or shows already when you create/schedule
playlists
• use q.air Automation for last minute changes
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Adding a splicing event via q.air Traffic


Notice

In the following it is assumed that you already have created a show and want to add a splicing event to this existing
show. For information about how to create a new show, see section Traffic (Creating a new show).
You can also add splicing events to single clips in a similar way. For information about how to edit a clip, see
section Traffic (Editing a clip).



Notice

Only one splicing event can be scheduled and sent at a certain point in time. This means, for example, that if there is
already a splicing event added to a show, it is not possible to add an additional splicing event to individual clips
within this show.

To add a splicing event to a show, proceed as follows:
1. Open q.air Traffic.
2. Either use the Shows area in the sidebar on the left or the list of shows on the right to search
for the show to be edited.
3. Click on the name of the show to be edited.
The show details are opened in a new tab.
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Figure: q.air Traffic - Show details
4. In the sidebar on the left select Secondary Events > Splicing.
The list of available splicing event types is displayed.

Figure: q.air Traffic - Available splicing event types
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5. Select the splicing event type to be added and drag it onto the Drop Zone in the Show
Addons area.

Figure: q.air Traffic - Add splicing event to show
The splicing event is added to the show addons list.

Figure: q.air Traffic - Splicing event added to show
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6. Edit the splicing event properties, by selecting the event in the Show Addons list and click
the Edit Addon button.
The splicing event details are displayed to the right, where you can edit the available
properties.

Figure: q.air Traffic - Edit splicing event details



Tip

For a detailed overview of these properties, see section Splicing properties.

7. To save your changes, click Update in the Show Properties area.
The show is saved.
8. To close the tab with the show details, click Close below the show properties.
The tab is closed.

Adding a splicing event via q.air Automation
To add a splicing event to a single clip, proceed as follows:
1. Open q.air Automation.
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2. (Optional) If you want to add a new playlist to the rundown, see section Adding a playlist to a
rundown.
3. In the rundown expand a playlist by clicking the plus icon on the left side.
The playlist is expanded.
4. Expand a show in the playlist by clicking the plus icon on the left side.
The show is expanded.
5. Select the clip to which you want to add the splicing event by activating the corresponding
checkbox on the left side.

Figure: q.air Automation - Select clip
6. Click the Add splicing event for selected clip icon
The splicing event details are displayed.
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Figure: q.air Automation - Splicing event details
7. Edit the splicing event details.
8. To confirm your changes, click Apply.
The splicing event is added to the clip and the splicing event icon is displayed to the right of
the clip status.
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Figure: q.air Automation - Splicing event added to clip in rundown

Visual representation of splicing events in a rundown
Splicing events with automatic stop trigger added to a single clip are highlighted with a dark grey
splicing icon.

Figure: q.air Automation - Splicing event added to a single clip, automatic stop trigger
Splicing events with manual stop trigger added to a single clip are highlighted with a white
splicing icon.

Figure: q.air Automation - Splicing event added to a single clip, manual stop trigger
Splicing events with automatic stop trigger added to a show are highlighted with dark grey (first
clip) and light grey (subsequent clips) splicing icons.
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Figure: q.air Automation - Splicing event added to a show, automatic stop trigger
Splicing events that are currently active (on air) are highlighted with a red splicing icon.

Figure: q.air Automation - Splicing event added to a show, on air

Removing a splicing event from the rundown
To remove a splicing event from a single clip or a show in the rundown, proceed as follows:
1. In the rundown expand the corresponding playlist.
The playlist is expanded.
2. Expand the corresponding show.
The show is expanded.
3. Depending on whether you want to remove a splicing event from a single clip or a show:
a. To remove a splicing event from a single clip, select the clip with the splicing event to be
removed, by activating the checkbox on the left side.
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b. To remove a splicing event from a show, select the first clip of the show with the splicing
event to be removed, by activating the checkbox on the left side.
4. Click the Delete splicing event for selected clip icon
The splicing event is removed.
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Supported formats and codecs
Input
Files
Type
Codec

Video

Audio

• XAVC*

• MPEG-1 L2

• AVC-Ultra*

• MPEG-2 L2

• AVC-Intra*

• AAC-LC

• XDCAM*

• HE-AAC (v1, v2)

• MPEG-2

• AC-3 (Dolby Digital)*

• H.264 (AVC)

• E-AC-3 (Dolby Digital Plus)*

• H.265 (HEVC)

Container

• MXF*
• MP4

Streams
Protocol

RTMP (Real Time Messaging Protocol), RTMPS

Video

Audio

• H.264 (AVC)

• AAC

• VP8

• AAC-LC

• VP6

• HE-AAC (v1, v2)
• MP3
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Protocol

Video

MPEG-TS (MPEG transport stream), MPEG-TS over
UDP

• H.265
(HEVC)
• H.264 (AVC)
• VP9
• VP8
• MPEG-2

Audio

• AAC
• AAC-LC
• HE-AAC (v1, v2)
• MP3
• AC-3 (Dolby Digital)*
• E-AC-3 (Dolby Digital
Plus)*

SRT (Secure Reliable Transport)

• H.265
(HEVC)
• H.264 (AVC)
• VP9
• VP8

• AAC
• AAC-LC
• HE-AAC (v1, v2)
• MP3
• AC-3 (Dolby Digital)*
• E-AC-3 (Dolby Digital
Plus)*

Subtitles
Type

File-based

Format

• STL
• WebVTT
• SRT
• EBU-TT
• TTML
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Type

Live

Format

• EBU-TT-D
• FAB Public

Streams
Protocol

Video

Audio

CMAF (Common Media Application Format) HLS, Low-

• H.264 (AVC)

• AAC

Latency HLS

• H.265

• AAC-LC

(HEVC)

• HE-AAC (v1, v2)
• AC-3 (Dolby Digital)*
• E-AC-3 (Dolby Digital
Plus)*

RTMP (Real Time Messaging Protocol), RTMPS

• H.264 (AVC)

• AAC
• AAC-LC
• HE-AAC (v1, v2)
• MP3

SRT (Secure Reliable Transport)

• H.264 (AVC)

• AAC

• H.265

• AAC-LC

(HEVC)
• VP8
• VP9

• HE-AAC (v1, v2)
• MP3
• AC-3 (Dolby Digital)*
• E-AC-3 (Dolby Digital
Plus)*
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Protocol

MPEG-TS (MPEG transport stream)

Video

Audio

• MPEG-2

• MPEG-1 L2

• H.264 (AVC)

• MPEG-2 L2

• H.265

• AAC-LC

(HEVC)

• HE-AAC (v1, v2)
• AC-3 (Dolby Digital)*
• E-AC-3 (Dolby Digital
Plus)*

Service providers
• Akamai

Video and social media platforms
• YouTube
• Facebook
• Twitch
• LinkedIn



Notice

All trademarks mentioned are the property of their respective owners.

* = available in q.air Premium
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